
 

 

 
K-1 Visa success factors 

The 4 most important factors of your K-1 Visa. 

 

 
Guide to understand the most important factors affecting 

your K-1 visa case. 

 

 
Visatutor.com 

This FREE EBook guides genuine couples how to intelligently progress through the Fiancé(e) K1 visa               
process. It covers the topics of Ineligibility/Inadmissibility, Requirements, Red Flags and knowledge.            
The results of your individual visa case will depend on a number of factors including Interview,                
immigration history, medical results, financials, Police Clearance, etc.  
 
Please do not rely solely on this to prepare. Pay attention to everything required in your Interview                 
Packet. VisaTutor is not a law firm nor guarantees any result. This guide is advice and for your                  
informational and educational purposes only.  
 
To emphasize, this guide is for actual couples who want to get married in the US with the Fiancé(e) K1                    
visa. This guide, or any other VisaTutor guidance, does not support any fraudulent, sham, or illegal                
attempts to circumvent US immigration laws. 
 

➢ Thanks for downloading. This copy of “K-1 Visa Success factors” is for your personal use               
only. Please DO NOT distribute it to others or release contents. For inquiries please email               
pkumar@visatutor.com. All content contained herein is copyrighted © VisaTutor.com 
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4 factors that MOST affect your K1 success 

 

Before you file for a K-1 visa, understand these 4 MOST important factors that affect your                

chances of success:  

(1) Ineligibilities and/or inadmissibility                   (2) Comfortably  meeting the requirements  

(3) No crippling Red flags left unaddressed             (4) Understand the K1 visa process 

 

 
☐ You two must not be INELIGIBLE or INADMISSIBLE . This is           

perhaps going to be the biggest concern in your K1 visa process            

and one that you must pay attention to before filing. 

 

“Ineligibilities” and “Inadmissibilities” are what may get an        

application denied. The US Department of State determines        

these criteria. They have a whole list of reasons on their           

website (ineligibilities ). Issues such as past immigration       

violation history, drug use, crimes, financial insufficiency, etc.        

are top things you must make sure you’ve addressed in consideration of your K1 Visa process.  

 

Review the ineligibilities on the DOS website. For your convenience and knowledge, the             

following are majority of the denials.  

 

The three most common reasons for being “ineligible” or “inadmissible” are  

 

1. Reason # 1. Not enough Financial support ;       

“Public Charge” inadmissibility - Section     

212(a)(4) - meaning that the US petitioner is        

not making enough money to provide for       

both of you once you enter the US with a          

K1 visa.  

 

This occurs during the consulate interview      

when presenting the I-134 Affidavit of      

Support. You need to review If you meet        

the form I-864P “Poverty limits” as set by the government. If the Officer feels that the                

Beneficiary will become a “public charge” to the US government, then the visa is              

denied especially if income is not enough.  
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The numbers on the form I-864P are not hard and steadfast. Even if you’re slightly               

above poverty limits, if the Embassy determines that you’re still not making enough             

money for your specific circumstances, they may deny the visa.  

 

Example, if the US petitioner makes the minimum acceptable income (100%), however            

the beneficiary is in ill health, the Embassy may question whether you’re able to pay               

for medical bills as well as living expenses. 

 

The US petitioner needs to review his/her tax returns to make sure to match at least                

the minimum criteria. If the US Petitioner doesn’t make enough money alone, he/she             

may use a family/friend to act as a joint sponsor to help sponsor the foreign fiance(e). 

 

 

2. Reason # 2. Beneficiary having previous immigration violations against the US .           

(“Unlawful presence in the US”) Section 212(a) - If the beneficiary has overstayed,             

been deported, entered illegally, etc. Dept of State may find you “inadmissible”            

because you’ve violated laws in the past. Other times they may suspect that this is an                

attempt to get back into the US. There’s a difference between being suspected of              

immigration fraud and being “inadmissible”.  

 

This is one of the most common reasons for a denial. You must be aware of your past                  

immigration history and how it will be perceived by the authorities. This type of denial               

repeats on other petitions as well. Even things that may seem harmless to you may               

raise concern in the Consular’s mind. Below is an example... 

 

Example, The beneficiary overstayed in the US on a visitor visa. Then returned to their               

home country. Unrelated to the previous visa, a K1 visa was filed shortly on behalf of                

this beneficiary. The embassy will look at this very suspiciously. The applicant may             

even be “inadmissible” if the Consular determines the overstay was under section            

212(a)(6). 

Be cautious if you fall into this situation: male in your 20’s or 30’s, has previous                

unsuccessful visa attempts (or immigration violations) to the US, and have an older             

female petitioner, you should expect a very, very difficult time with the Embassy! You              

may not be the one gaming the system, but you can blame others who have. 

 

 

3. Reason # 3. Incomplete or Insufficient Paperwork (“Administrative Processing” Notice          

221(g) “blue/pink slip”). If the beneficiary does not provide adequate/complete          
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required documents. This results in the Consular not being able to make a decision on               

your case. For example, are you missing the required documents from packets 3 or 4?               

Missing translations? Birth Certificates? Police certificates? Do you meet all the           

requirements? Did you show compelling bona fide relationship evidence? Did you           

prove your relationship despite the various Red Flags in your case? 

 

This is actually # 1 on the list of denials . However, it’s included here because usually a                 

denial under 221(g) normally allows you an opportunity to correct the mistake. The             

Consular will ask you to submit the paperwork at a later date. After which they will                

continue processing your K-1 visa application. But don’t rely on this. Walk into the              

interview fully prepared with complete papers and proofs! 

 

Example, The beneficiary has a birth certificate in his/her foreign language. The            

Embassy typically requires the original plus an English translation. He was missing the             

translation and gets a 221(g) slip for a chance to submit the missing document later. 

 

 

4. Other reasons of denials are: lack of bona fide evidence, past criminal            

convictions/history of either petitioner or beneficiary, being a threat to public safety,            

etc. Some medical problem - such as a communicable disease or mental/physical            

disorder that may “harm public safety”. A complete list is available online. 

 

For a complete list of ineligibilities, see the Department of State website.  

https://travel.state.gov/content/visas/en/general/ineligibilities.html  

 

 

☐ You must meet the requirements for a K1 category. This is the # 2 most important factor                  

affecting your K-1 visa success. You have to comfortably meet the requirements. Here is a               

summary of what the couple must meet in order to qualify for a K1 visa category. Confirm                 

you meet these conditions.  

 

The following criteria MUST be met in order to be eligible. 

1. Petitioner must be a US Citizen. 

2. The US Citizen must meet income/finances of at least 100% poverty limits on I-864P              

(ideally 125%+) (or use a joint sponsor instead) 

3. You two must have met each other within the last 2 years. (waivers available if you                

qualify, but they are difficult to obtain) 
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4. The couple must be free to marry (single, divorced, widowed, annulled, etc. must be              

documented and finalized) and legally able to marry in the US (and the State in which                

you live). 

5. You two must promise and Intend to marry each other in 90 days after the beneficiary                

arrives in the US with K1 visa. (“letter of intent to marry” is one example of how) 

 

The following minimum conditions should be met for the best outcomes. 

6. Both of you should preferably have no criminal history or immigration violations. (see             

the ineligibilities section above) 

7. Have an on-going documented Bona Fide relationship. In other words, you must be a              

genuine couple and prove it with proper evidence. 

 

 

 

☐ Address your “Red Flags” and lack of Bona fide evidence. The third (and very important)                

factor in your K-1 visa process are your Red Flags and Bona Fide Evidence. In the interview                 

you’ll be providing evidence that you two are a genuine couple who honestly want to get                

married in the US. Some couples have several Red Flags or are otherwise missing Bona Fide                

evidence of relationship.  

 

 

 

☐ Understand what the K1 Visa is meant for. Finally, you should be well aware of what a K-1                   

visa is meant for. A K-1 visa allows a foreign fiance(e) to enter the US to marry their US                   

Citizen petitioner. A K-2 Visa is issued to eligible children of an approved K1 beneficiary.  

 

The K-1 visa process is designed to expedite the process of bringing a partner to the US for                  

marriage (versus a longer spousal visa). You must use it just for this purpose. 

Fiance(e) visas are typically a quicker process than any other immigrant visa. The intention is               

for the couple to be together quickly and bypass the long processing time while overseas.               

However, you must be patient because the process may take 3-10 months. The couple must               

prove/maintain a genuine relationship in order to be eligible for a visa or Permanent              
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Residency (“Green Card” after marriage in the US).  

 

Make sure the K1 fiance visa path right for you. This visa category isn’t for everyone.                

Generally, if you’re eligible for a K1, then you’re also eligible for a spousal visa CR1. You need                  

to evaluate the two options to find the one best for you. 

 

Other times the K1 visa might be your only path for getting together with loved on (for                 

instance, same-sex marriages may not be not allowed/recognized in beneficiary’s country so            

a visa through marriage is not an option. Other times some cultural, social, political, or               

economic barriers prevent a couple from legally marrying, in this case a K1 visa may be                

suitable).  

 

However, a K-1, K-2 visa may not be an alternative due to ineligibilities. Read these pros and                 

cons to compare the Fiance(e) visa process. 

 

Pros 

1.Generally faster processing than a marriage 

based visa. 

2.Allows immigrant visas for couples who 

otherwise may not marry (same-sex couples, 

or otherwise not allowed to marry in fiance’s 

home country). 

3.Not required to have any formal ceremonies 

(engagement) 

4.waivers available due to “extreme hardship” 

if you cannot meet face to face. 

5.Must meet only 100% poverty limits in 

finances for interview phase (as opposed to a 

higher 125% in spousal based). 

6.Approval rate is high. 

Cons 

1.Generally more expensive than spousal visa. 

Particularly the extra steps/time involved in 

getting a Permanent Resident Card (“green 

card”). You need to consider setting up a 

budget. 

2.Denials/rejections are possible if 

requirements are not met or there isn’t a 

genuine bona fide relationship.  

3.It is not a guaranteed visa process because 

Red flags or other ineligibilities may cause 

denial/rejection. Read the ineligibilities 

section before you begin. 

 

 

 

 

☐ After reading this section.  

● Do you two meet eligibility?  

● Are you sure that you meet minimum financial requirements?  

● The foreign beneficiary preferably has no immigration violation history in the US? 

● You’ll have enough budget to pay for the process and all costs associated with it. 
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If you’ve answered “YES” to all these questions then you the K-1 Fiance(e) visa is a good option for                   

you two. Note: immigration violation history or criminal history aren’t automatic denials - however,              

it’s a very tough battle to prove yourself. 
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